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PRODUCT INTRODUCTION 



Hairco story has the breath of nature, which helps to create beautiful and 
healthy hair. 
 
We manufacture products with natural ingredients that help your scalp breathe-
giving your scalp the breath of nature.  
 
Our mission is to create high-quality products with the health of your hair and 
scalp in mind.  
 
We will continue to do our best to fulfill our mission to satisfy you with our high 
quality products. 
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     SCALP THERAPY SHAMPOO 

Scalp Therapy Shampoo  
/ 290ml 

Special Features 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Main Ingredients 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How to use 
Wet your hair with lukewarm water, apply a small amount of shampoo on 
your hair and foam up the shampoo, use gentle pressure to massage the 
scalp. 
Be sure to rinse thoroughly. 

- panthenol: healthy for your scalp  
- biotin: it’s kind of vitamin providing nourishment to your scalp and hair 
- castor oil: good for healthy scalp 
 
- PhytoG-Black complex  : strengthens from your hair root with 8 kinds of 
black ingredients 

Biotin Shampoo nourishes your limp hair from the root 
[functional cosmetics for hair loss problem] 
 

- Makes your scalp healthy, hair elastic 
- Transparent gel-type with no artificial colors added 
-  Does not have: (No sulfcant sulfate, silicone oil/ mineral oil/ tar color/  
synthetic perfumes) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        black soybean     black rice     black sesame   chia seed  blackcurrant black cumin    blueberry        blackberry 



Daily Fresh Shampoo (For Oily  Scalp) 
Delicate and refreshing aroma of orange, apple and jasmine 

 [Two Daily Shampoo Products] 

Daily Mild Shampoo (For Normal Hair) 
Fragrant and sweet aroma of freesia and jasmine 



     DAILY MILD SHAMPOO 

Daily Mild Shampoo / 390ml 

Special Features 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Main Ingredients 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How to use 
Dampen your hair with lukewarm water, Squeeze out a dollop 
of shampoo you’re your palm and distribute the shampoo through your 
hair. Foam up the shampoo, use gentle pressure to massage the scalp. 
Rinse well with clear water. 

This Shampoo uses natural surfant from coconut oil-no 
sulfates (SLS, SLES) 

A small amount of Daily Mild Shampoo makes a lot of foam, which 
moisturizes and deep-cleanses your hair. 
 

- Transparent gel-type with no artificial colors added 
- Nourishes and moisturizes dry hair 
- Soft hair after one use, without tangles and stiffness 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Special Features 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Main Ingredients 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How to use 
Dampen your hair with lukewarm water, Squeeze out a dollop 
of shampoo you’re your palm and distribute the shampoo through your 
hair. Foam up the shampoo, use gentle pressure to massage the scalp. 
Rinse well with clear water. 
 

     DAILY FRESH SHAMPOO 

Daily Fresh Shampoo / 390ml 

This Shampoo uses natural surfant from coconut oil-no 
sulfates (SLS, SLES) 

Deep-cleanses your hair to remove excess oil and grease out of your hair, 
leaving your hair clean and fresh 
- Transparent gel-type with no artificial colors added 
- refresh oily scalp and hair 
- Soft hair after one use, without tangles and stiffness 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Deep Care Nutrition Hair Pack 
Mild fragrance with a luxurious and elegant charm 

of white floral harmony 

 [  Deep Care Hair Pack Line ] 

Deep Care Scalp Hair Pack 
Freshness felt from the wind blowing in the springtime 

when the warm sun is blazing down 



     DEEP CARE SCALP HAIR PACK 
 

Deep Care Scalp Hair Pack 
/ 300ml 

Characteristics 
 
Scalp line, 3-IN-ONE product that prevents early hair loss of people in their 20s 
and 30s and helps simultaneous care for both damaged hair and scalp due to 
frequent procedures such as dyeing and perm. Scalp scaling + hair pack + 
treatment 
 
Has a feature to care for hair loss, to refresh after use, and to soften hair. 
 
 
Main Ingredients 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      AVOCADO OIL     SAFFLOWER SEED OIL     CAMELLIA  SEED OIL 
  

+ COPPER TRIPEPTIDE-1, PANTHENOL, MENTHOL, SALICYLIC ACID, HYDROLYZED SILK 
 
Directions for use 
After shampooing and drying your hair with a towel, take an appropriate amount 
and apply it to hair and scalp. Then, massage the entire scalp by gently pressing 
it. After 10 minutes, rinse with lukewarm water. 
 



Deep Care Nutrition Hair Pack 
/ 300ml 

     DEEP CARE NUTRITION HAIR PACK 
 

Characteristics 
 
Hair pack to make damaged hair healthy and soft  
Highly concentrated hair pack for care of hair damaged by frequent 
procedures such as dyeing and perm. Softens hair, prevents static 
electricity, and calms hair down. 
 
 
Main Ingredients 
 
 
 

 
 
 
      CAMELLIA SEED OIL       HYDROLYZED WHEAT PROTEIN   HYDROLYZED SILK 

 
Directions for use 
After shampooing and drying your hair with a towel, take an appropriate 
amount and apply it to hair. After 10 minutes, rinse with lukewarm water. 



Repair Hair Serum 
Fragrance that has a clean scent of a light floral note 
blown by the spring breeze and creates a clean and 

pure sensibility  

 [  Hair Serum Line ] 

Daily Hair Serum  
Refreshing fragrance that you feel like meeting a 

refreshing morning in the forest. 
Fragrance that you feel like walking in the garden 

by adding a scent of apples to citrus 

 



     DAILY HAIR SERUM 
 

Daily Hair Serum / 100ml 

BORAGO OFFICINALIS  CAMELLIA SINENSIS  
SEED OIL                        SEED OIL ARGAN OIL /CAMELLIA SEED OIL /OLIVE OIL 

 MACADAMIA SEED OIL / JOJOBA OIL /CAMELLIA SINENSIS SEED OIL /SUNFLOWER SEED OIL 

Characteristics 
 
Fresh hair essence without stickiness and clumping to give gross to your 
hair, protect against external stimuli and soften your hair by forming a 
protective coat   
 
Main Ingredients 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions for use 
After shampooing, dry with a towel, pump a small amount, apply it around 
the damaged area and then make the desired style. 

 



     REPAIR HAIR SERUM 
 

Repair Hair Serum/ 100ml 

EVENING PRIMROSE        ROSA CANINA 
           OIL                                   FRUIT OIL ARGAN OIL /CAMELLIA SEED OIL /OLIVE OIL 

 MACADAMIA SEED OIL / JOJOBA OIL /CAMELLIA SINENSIS SEED OIL /SUNFLOWER SEED OIL 

Characteristics 
 
Hair essence without stickiness and clumping, for soft hair by enabling Oil 
Complex to form a coating on the damaged hair   
 
Main Ingredients 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions for use 
After shampooing, dry with a towel, pump a small amount, apply it around 
the damaged area and then make the desired style. 



     STYLING PRODUCTS 
 

          Hair Styling 
 
1. Natural Wax Matt Styling 

2. Natural Wax Super Hard 
Styling 
 

3. Natural Pomade Argan Oil 
 

4. Natural  Pomade Red Ginseng 
 

5. Natural Hair Gel Super Strong 
 

6. Natural Down Perm Argan Oil 

7. Natural Hair Spray 



     NATURAL WAX MATT STYLING 
 Characteristics 

Natural hair style is available without damaging the scalp and hair. 

 -Make natural hairstyle 

- Make not glossy hairstyle with matt styling type  

 -Argan oil and red ginseng extract form a moisturizing layer in hair to  

    protect hair damage 

-Clear cleaning power with no residue 

Main Ingredients 

 

 

 

Directions for use 
 
Apply the appropriate amount to your hand, rub it well to melt it 
completely, and then create the style what you want. 
 

For  more perfect setting 

Mix wax and spray together and then style or  Use the wax  first and 
finish with hair spray. 

Natural Wax 
Matt Styling / 100g 



     NATURAL WAX SUPER HARD STYLING 
 

Characteristics 
 

Perfect hair style is available without damaging the scalp and hair. 

 - Make perfect hairstyle 

 - Long lasting Strong holding with  only one time styling  

 - Argan oil and Fireweed extract form a moisturizing layer in hair to  

     protect hair damage 

 - Clear cleaning power with no residue 

 

Main Ingredients 
 

 

Directions for use 
 
Apply the appropriate amount to your hand, rub it well to melt it 
completely, and then create the style what you want. 

 
For  more perfect setting 

Mix wax and spray together and then style or  Use the wax  first and 
finish with hair spray. 

Natural Wax  
Super Hard Styling / 100g 



     NATURAL POMADE ARGAN OIL  
Characteristics 
 

It creates a gentle luster and a natural hair style without damaging  
the scalp and hair. 
 
- Adds a Natural glosses to crisp hair 
- Strong holding power that you can  fix naturally even  if you have  

    the disheveled hair 
- Natural ingredients such as argan oil provide moisture to the hair 

    and prevent drying of the hair.  
- Clear cleaning power with no residue 

 

Main Ingredients 
 

 
 

Directions for use 
 
Apply the appropriate amount to your hand, rub it well to melt it 
completely, and then create the style you want. 

 

For more perfect setting 

Mix pomade and spray together and then style or  

Use the pomade first and finish with hair spray. 

Natural Pomade 
Argan Oil / 100g 



      NATURAL POMADE RED GINSENG  

Characteristics 
 

It creates a gentle luster and a natural hair style without damaging  

the scalp and hair. 
 
- Adds a Natural glosses to crisp hair 
- Strong holding power that you can fix naturally  even  if  

    you have the disheveled hair 
- Natural ingredients such as argan oil provide moisture to the hair  

   and  prevent drying of the hair . 

-Clear cleaning power with no residue 

 

Main Ingredients 
 

 

 

 

Directions for use 
 
Apply the appropriate amount to your hand, rub it well to melt it 
completely, and then create the style you want. 

 

For more perfect setting 

Mix pomade and spray together and then style or  

Use the pomade first and finish with hair spray. 

Natural Pomade 
Red Ginseng / 100g 



     NATURAL HAIR GEL SUPER STRONG 

Characteristics 
 

It creates a gentle luster and natural hair style without damaging the scalp and hair. 

 

     - A subtle shine and a moist hair style. 

     - Long lasting Strong holding with only one time styling  

     - Hydroloid wheat protein, Argan oil, etc. to keep hair moist and soft 

     - Clear cleaning power with no residue 
 

Main Ingredients 
 

 

 

Directions for use 
 

- Apply the appropriate amount to your hand, rub it well to melt it 

    completely, and then create the style you want. 

-  This hair gel is completely dried and held, but can still be restimulated  

     by soaking in water. 

-  Add elegance to the  consistency of sweetness of fruits such as peaches and  

     apricots, with the fragrance of jasmine, rose, and others. 

-  A moist look hair style. 

Natural Hair Gel 
Super Strong / 100ml 



     Directions for use – Wax, Pomade, Gel 

1. Spread the appropriate amount in 
the palm . 

2. Rub wax or pomade between hands 
and fingers.  
(Spread over entire palm until 
transparent. If it is applied when it is not 
fully dissolved, it is possible to fail) 

3. Apply it to the back of the thick layer 
of head first.  (If you want to lower the 
bangs, apply the bangs first) 
Basic order : Apply them in order :  
End of Back head → Back of head  
→ Top → Side → Front hair. 

4. Because volume of upper hair is 
important, apply with a gentle push 
of the head as if holding fist. 

6. Finish with a spray for more powerful 
fixation. 

5. Since bangs is the thinnest part of 
the hair,  Apply a small amount of the 
remains to the hand and fixed it in the 
direction you want. 



     NATURAL DOWN PERM ARGAN OIL 

Characteristics 
 

Without damaging your scalp or hair, you can make a smooth and dandy  

style change with a 10-minute investment. 

 

Those who care every day about the side hairs. 

Those who have to pay for the perms that have to do frequently at the hair salon. 
You can do down perm at home simply with comb and gloves on package. 

Argan oil, Baobab seed and Black soybean oil prevent your hair damage. 

If you're worried about disheveled hair! 

After the down perm process, make the disheveled area with a pomade to  

create a glossy style. 

 

Main Ingredients 

 

 

 

Natural Down Perm 
Argan Oil / 100ml 

The plant extracts such as from argan oil, baobab seed oil and black soybeen 
provides a powerful style while protecting the scalp and hair 



     Directions for use - NATURAL DOWN PERM ARGAN OIL 

1. Apply the product generously to the 
    enclosed dedicated brush and spread it 
    on the hair sides. 

2. Wash the hair thoroughly after 10 to 20 minutes,   
   and then press down on the treated area  
   to dry the hair. 



     NATURAL HAIR SPRAY 
Characteristics 
 

It provides a perfect hair style without damaging the scalp and hair. 

     - Natural stickless hair style production 

     - Strong holding power with one styling 

     - Non-gas spray type 

     - Clean jet force without mass 

     - Argan oil, aloe vera leaf juice keeps hair moisturized and stay soft 

     - Clear cleaning power with no residue 

 

Main Ingredients 
 

 
 

 

Directions for use 
 

Shake the contents well before use and spray the hair 20 cm apart 

to complete the hair style.  

 

If you want stronger fixation 

Mix together wax and spray and then style or Use the wax first and 
finish with hair spray. 

Natural Hair 
Spray / 200ml 
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